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THE E L L E R M A N H O U S E SPA
The Ellerman House Spa is a natural extension of the property’s commitment to
quality and personalised service. Situated on the ground floor of Villa One, it is
approached through a garden with tranquil water features, lush indigenous plants
and ocean views.
A small, highly experienced team of therapists offers a carefully considered menu of
skin-care therapy and body treatments designed for relaxation, rejuvenation and
self-improvement. Everything is designed to soothe the senses while the body and
mind are coaxed into balance.
With three single treatment rooms and one double room designed for couples, the

spa specialises in cutting-edge massage techniques and anti-ageing beauty rituals
drawing on the wisdom and restorative, healing techniques of different cultures
from around the world.
A Sauna is available.as a free service, subject to booking a time slot .
Specialised massage techniques on offer include Swedish, Aromastone, Bellabaci,
Aromatherapy, Lymph drainage, and Deep-tissue massage
The spa stocks a choice of excellent skin-care ranges for facials, pedicures,

manicures and body work..

FACIALS
QMS MEDICOSMETICS
This elite medical skin-care range is based on research led, collagen enhancing
technology to create a bespoke regenerative skin-care system. It is formulated by
Dr. Med. Schulte, an aesthetic surgeon, lecturer and international authority on skin
ageing and skin regeneration.

ELLERMAN HOUSE SIGNATURE FACIAL BY QMS
Designed to deliver an intense energising and moisturising boost to the skin, this
signature facial treatment is perfect for tired, dehydrated and jet-lagged skin.
The specially styled combination of detoxification with a skin-restoring mask
simultaneously cleans pores deeply and brightens the complexion. A lifting and
firming massage with a collagen-boosting serum relaxes and restores skin tone,
while the high impact benefits of pure oxygen stimulate skin cells to leave it looking
healthy and radiant.

SKIN CELL RENEWAL TREATMENT WITH OXYGEN
Delivers highly regenerating and anti-ageing results through specifically developed
techniques and products which support the skin’s own stem cells, enhance the
stimulation of new skin cells and improve overall skin metabolism. The skin is left
fuller, more toned and rejuvenated.

PURE OXYGEN TREATMENT
The QMS Oxygen machine uses 95% pure oxygen to channel ingredients for the

ultimate skin boost. The improved oxygen supply encourages circulation and
stimulates a regenerative process. Leaves skin firmer, smoother and more radiant.

NEO TISSUDERMIE
Strengthens and regenerates the skin with a focus on the areas that are prone to
the loss of elasticity as the skin ages. Delivers a lifting and tightening massage in
combination with a collagen-boosting treatment to help improve the tonicity of the
jaw lines, cheeks and eyebrows.

SENSITIVE REBALANCE TREATMENT
Clears impurities, calms inflammation and regenerates the basic functions of the
skin which are important in improving the overall wellness of the skin.

ACTIVATOR TREATMENT
Hydrates, refuels and energises the skin through the use of innovative activation
techniques which increase the supply of active ingredients to revitalise the skin,
leaving it fresh and glowing. Provides instant vitality for jet-lagged and tired skin.

COLLAGEN REJUVENATION
Restores and revitalises the complexion whilst delivering an important boost to the

moisture levels through the use of pioneering wellbeing treatment masks and QMS

signature 70% natural soluble collagens. Skin is left firmer with more volume, fine
lines are reduced and texture is improved.

PIGMENT CORRECTOR WITH OXYGEN
Delivers specialised treatment targeting excessive and irregular pigmentation.
Features QMS’ innovative and highly effective SkinTone Light Serum,
which blocks the melanin synthesis causing the irregular dark spots and
helps restore skin tone.

SK-ALPHA TREATMENT
Detoxifies the skin and focuses on stimulating the microcirculation through the use
of a unique thermal-active revitalising mask, this resulting in an instant boost to the
complexion. Skin is left visibly smoother and the radiance is restored.

URBAN REPAIR TREATMENT WITH OXYGEN
Targets the damaging effects of daily pollutants on the skin and helps to repair
the cellular structure to restore the skin’s natural wellness. This facial combines
a deep pore decongestion with advanced treatment to support the detox process,
accelerate epidermal regeneration and boost the metabolism.

QMS OXYGEN ADD ON
Speak to your therapist on the advantages of adding Oxygen to your treatment.

ENVIRON
Where technology meets beauty! Environ’s patented Ionzyme DF machine is the
first in the world to combine low frequency Sonophoresis & pulsed iontophoresis.
The Ionzyme DF treatment enhances the efficacy of the ingredients found in the
professional serum offering, and therefore can provide faster and more effective
results. The ultimate in advanced Vitamin Therapy, Environ facials combine
scientifically advanced skin-care products with the revolutionary DF machine to
ensure visible results.
Speak to your therapist about the different facials as some are only for regular
Environ users.

ENHANCING VITAMIN THERAPY
PURIFYING VITAMIN THERAPY
U LTIMA TE VITAMIN THERAPY

MASSAGE THERAPY
SWEDISH MASSAGE

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

A full body massage based on classic European massage techniques using long,
smooth strokes to relieve stress and tension. This is not a deep pressure massage

A full body stress and tension releasing massage.

but rather medium pressure. Emerge with a feeling of total wellbeing.

BELLABACI MASSAGE
One of the best deep tissue massages available. A wonderful ancient technique has

found its place in the modern world of healing. This massage incorporates the use
of Bellabaci cups to release toxins from the muscles and enhance circulation.
It causes a vacuum up to four inches into the tissue, causing it to release toxins.

AROMASTONE MASSAGE
This relaxing massage includes the use of hot stones and traditional massage.
Perfect after a long flight for relaxing aching muscles.
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AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE
Gentle soothing massage strokes are used together with a combination of essential
oils to relax, revitalise, rebalance or purify the body. The benefits linger long after
the massage is over.

MANUAL LYMPH DRAINAGE
Enjoy this specialised light pressure massage that will help with water retention and
aid in removing toxins and waste products from the body.

PREGNANCY MASSAGE
A complete relaxing full body massage using oils safe and effective for
pre-natal treatment.

BODY TREATMENTS
H E A L I N G EARTH
Healing Earth products are pure, containing no artificial colorants, chemicals,
parabens, petrochemicals, synthetics or other harmful ingredients. Only pure
organic botanicals and indigenous plant extracts are used in our holistic collection
of products. We support local organic farming and use only pure, organic essential
and indigenous oils and natural active ingredients.

HEALING TOUCH BODY RITUAL
Come to your skin’s rescue with our award winning African Potato Miracle Repair
Balm as we submerge you in this decadent 90 minute head and full body massage
ritual. Start your massage with a touch therapy, detox cooling gel on your spine,
back of body massage followed by a décolleté, face and scalp massage ending this
treatment on the legs and feet. This is pure indulgence.

DRY BODY BRUSHING AND MASSAGE
This treatment gets rid of all dead skin cells, improves the lymphatic system
and blood circulation, followed by a massage to leave the skin soft, smooth and
hydrated.

JET LAG OXYGEN INHALATION & REFLEXOLOGY
A cannula, which is a flexible tube fits loosely around your head and rest just
inside your nostrils to deliver 95% pure oxygen. Every client will get their own
cannula. Oxygen promote better sleep and an overall feeling of wellbeing.
Once the machine is turned on you can relax and breathe normally while you
receive your reflexology foot treatment.

H A N D AND FOOT THERAPIES
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
An ancient art of pressure point massage. Restores a sense of balance by targeting
specific pressure points on the feet to improve circulation, relieve stress and
tension, inducing a wonderful sense of relaxation.

MANICURE
This classic manicure will get nails and cuticles in shape. Hands are softened with
a gentle exfoliation followed by a relaxing moisturising massage. Finish with your
choice of nail colour.

GELISH MANICURE
A long lasting LED cured gel polish with your normal classic manicure.

PEDICURE
A traditional pedicure, an exfoliating scrub and invigorating massage energises your
feet and soothes the skin. Finish with your choice of nail colour.

GELISH PEDICURE
A long lasting LED cured gel polish with your traditional pedicure.

WAXING
For our clean up treatments we use Hot wax (soft wax) for face, under arm and bikini unless client prefers strip wax, and always Cold wax (strip wax) for legs.

Full leg wax
½ leg wax
Bikini wax (Brazilian, Hollywood etc.)
Under arm wax
Lip wax
Arm wax
Back wax
Ear wax

TINTING
Lash tint
Brow tint
Brow shape (already included in every facial)

SPA ETIQUETTE
The Spa is open from 8:00 to 19:00

ARRIVAL
We kindly request punctuality, especially now that we need extra time to take care
of your safety with sanitization of our rooms before and after treatments.

LATE ARRIVAL
Guests who arrive late to appointments will receive the best treatment possible
within the remaining appointment time. Full treatment costs apply.

MOBILE PHONES
As a courtesy to other guests, please switch off mobile phones or put them on silent mode at all times while in the Spa.

RESERVATIONS
Booking in advance is essential and you will not be able to come down to the Spa
without a treatment booked. Please call 3210 to book your appointment.

SPA ATTIRE
You are welcome to come down in your robe. Modesty will be respected at all times.
Disposable underwear is available if desired.

VALUABLES
Kindly note there are no lock up facilities in the Spa, please leave all your
valuables in your room safe.

GRATUITY
This is not included in your treatment price. Please feel free to add at your

own discretion.
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P RICEL I ST
F ACI ALS
QMS
ELLERMAN HOUSE SIGNATURE FACIAL BY QMS

120min R3000

SKIN CELL RENEWAL TREATMENT WITH OXYGEN

110min R2500

PURE OXYGEN TREATMENT

110min R2500

NEO TISSUDERMIE

90min R2000

SENSITIVE REBALANCE TREATMENT

90min R2000

ACTIVATOR TREATMENT

90min R2000

COLLAGEN REJUVENATION

90min R2000

PIGMENT CORRECTOR WITH OXYGEN

90min R2400

SK-ALPHA TREATMENT

90min R2000

URBAN REPAIR TREATMENT WITH OXYGEN

90min R2500

QMS OXYGEN ADD ON

R450

ENVIRON
ENHANCING VITAMIN THERAPY

90min R2000

PURIFYING VITAMIN THERAPY

90min R2000

ULTIMATE VITAMIN THERAPY

90min R2000

MASSAGE THERAPIES
SWEDISH MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

BELLABACI BACK & NECK

45min R1700 |

BELLABACI MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

AROMASTONE MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

MANUAL LYMPH DRAINAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

PREGNANCY MASSAGE

60min R1870 | 90min R2200

B O D Y T REAT MENT S
HEALING TOUCH BODY RITUAL

90min R2250

DRY BODY BRUSHING AND MASSAGE

90min R2250

JET LAG OXYGEN INHALATION &

60min R1800

REFLEXOLOGY

H A N D A N D FOOT THERAPIES
50min R1300

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
MANICURE

60min R580

GELISH MANICURE

90min R680

PEDICURE

60min R770

GELISH PEDICURE

90min R880

WAXING
FULL LEG WAX

60min R500

½LEG WAX

30min R450

BIKINI WAX (BRAZILIAN, HOLLYWOOD, ETC.)

45min R450

UNDER ARM WAX

30min R380

LIP WAX

20min R350

ARM WAX

45min R450

BACK WAX

45min R500

EAR WAX

20min R180

TINTING
LASH TINT

30min R330

BROW TINT

20min R280

BROW SHAPE

20min R220

www.ellerman.co.za

